This week…

- **Brown Bag Webinar: SEM & Microanalysis Sample Prep**
- **Lab-Buddy Safety System for RSC After-Hours Work**
- **Did you know?**
Brown Bag Webinar: SEM and Microanalysis Sample Prep

We are meeting in the Auditorium of the Virtual RSC Building in Gather.

📅 Thursday, February 3rd 🕒 12:00 PM  Gather Link

Lab-Buddy Safety System for RSC After-Hours (5:00 – 8:00 PM) work and weekends:

*It is required!*

Please use the after-hours RSC Lab-Buddy/E-Buddy Safety System.
Details can be found at [https://rsc.aux.eng.ufl.edu/safety/ebuddy.asp](https://rsc.aux.eng.ufl.edu/safety/ebuddy.asp)

Cleanroom use (no Acid Benches) is now allowed on weekends (8:00 AM – 8:00 PM)

Did you know...?

- Don't pour waste chemicals outside the hood or the acid bench. Don't expose yourself to hazardous fumes.

- No chemicals can be disposed through any drain on any bench in the cleanroom.
• You can join the RSC Users’ Teams by clicking on the Microsoft Teams icon at the top of the Weekly Update and the RSC homepage.

• You can request to meet with RSC Staff in person or on-line through this link. It can be also accessed on the orange tabs at the RSC home page.

• You can submit an anonymous tip/note to RSC Staff.